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Clear-the-air talks pay off 
Liverpool 2 Mane 16, 18 Tottenham Hotspur 0 Referee: A Taylor Attendance: 
53,159 
The moment everything fell back into place for Liverpool came, for some, when 
Adam Lallana and Roberto Firmino emerged from the shadows to wrest 
possession from Tottenham Hotspur and recreate the swarming, attacking 
motions of the autumn. Others pointed to the creativity provided by Georginio 
Wijnaldum's threaded through-ball for the opening goal, or cited Sadio Mane's 
clinical finishing. Yet the players themselves departed Anfield convinced that the 
catalyst had actually come in the sterile confines of a dressing room at Melwood 
48 hours earlier. It was on Thursday afternoon when the Liverpool captain, Jordan 
Henderson, called an impromptu, players-only meeting, demanded a response to 
the insipid defeat by Hull City the previous week and then offered the floor to his 
team-mates to air their own thoughts on a worrying malaise. Much of the chatter 
of the past week has been about needing to clear the decks. In reality, clearing 
the air helped to press the reset. "Sometimes it doesn't hurt to, not hear a few 
home truths, but just speak about it," Lallana said. "As long as it is not personal, 
just purely professional, there is no harm to remind each other of what we need 
to do and what we want from each other. "You saw out there everyone was 
fighting for each other. You find yourself in tough positions out of nowhere. We 
were backs-against-thewall, not won in January in the league. At times, it feels 
like it is us against the world when things aren't going well. "Big credit to Jordan. 
He wanted it to happen and it was great responsibility from him, acting as a 
captain. It wasn't just him who spoke, the senior players spoke, the non-senior 
players, everyone. It was good. It was refreshing. "It was very open and I came out 
of that meeting knowing that every one of those players is together and intent on 
turning things around as quickly as possible. Almost an 'us against the world' type 
of attitude and we will do anything for each other, work our socks off, for it to 
change as quickly as possible. We knew things would change, it was just a matter 
of time; it was up to us to show when it would change. "Credit to Jordan for 
calling the meeting, credit to everyone for participating and credit to everyone for 
performing like they did." In many respects, this was an emphatic success that 
both answered and confirmed the criticism hurled at Jurgen Klopp and his squad. 
The accusation that Liverpool lack leaders remains a kneejerk response to any dip 
in form, yet Henderson's actions displayed one characteristic of command. If, as is 
often the case, leadership in football is solely linked to "putting your foot in" then 
Tottenham's belatedly macho approach got them nowhere in a second half 
largely devoid of goalmouth incident but high on spiky tackles. 
Klopp should take it that the threat came to his players' ankles and not their goal 
as a positive, a sign of his team managing a game that they had pushed beyond 
one of their top-four rivals having blitzed usually unflappable opponents inside 20 
minutes. Tottenham had not lost by more than one goal this season, but were 
fortunate to be trailing by only two Mane strikes by the break, with the Senegal 
forward, back up to speed after Africa Cup of Nations duty, destroying Ben Davies 
when he was not picking Eric Dier's pocket. Yet a first league victory since the 
triumph over Manchester City on New Year's Eve was as much about Firmino's 
relentless approach, Wijnaldum's skill and strength in midfield and also Simon 
Mignolet denying Son Heung Min. "He is really important but it is too much 'Sadio 
Mane' now," Wijnaldum said. "Still they said 'Sadio Mane, Sadio Mane' but last 
week we lost with Sadio Mane. I don't think it is fair to the other players to say, 
'Because of Sadio Mane we win.' "Of course he is a great player -- he helps us with 
his speed and he scores goals -- but I think it is more about the team than only 
Sadio Mane." All it, in fact, illustrated is that when Liverpool have their best 
players in form they are a force and when they have a week to prepare for 
matches they can follow the blueprint to a tee. Likewise, Klopp's record against 
the other members of the "big six" -- played 16, won seven, drawn eight, lost one 
-- flagged up the possibility of such a performance in much the same way that the 
visiting team's difficulties away to the same group of clubs under Mauricio 
Pochettino -- played 15, won one, drawn six, lost eight -- reveal a design fault. 
The high defensive line adopted by Tottenham encouraged Mane to run in behind 
and he did not turn down the invitation. When Liverpool travel to face Leicester 
City next time out, space will be at a premium and the spotlight will be back on 
them. "We didn't have any excuses in January and there were no excuses for our 
performance against Hull," Lallana said. "No excuses for not beating Swansea at 
home. It is about us proving to everyone that we don't just perform against the 
top teams. "We go to Leicester and perform exactly as we did here. It will be a 
real shame if we don't get that consistency because the way we performed here 
was remarkable." 
RATINGS Liverpool (4-3-3): S Mignolet 7 -- N Clyne 7, J Matip 7, L Leiva 7 (sub: R 
Klavan 82min), J Milner 7 -- J Henderson 8, A Lallana 7, G Wijnaldum 8 -- S Mane 9 
(sub: T Alexander-Arnold 90), R Firmino 8, P Coutinho 7 (sub: E Can 77). 
Substitutes not used: L Karius, A Moreno, D Origi, D Sturridge. Booked: 
Henderson, Matip, Milner. 
Tottenham Hotspur (4-2-3-1): H Lloris 6 -- K Walker 6, T Alderweireld 5, E Dier 4, B 
Davies 4 -- V Wanyama 5, M Dembele 5 (sub: M Sissoko 77) -- C Eriksen 5 (sub: H 
Winks 68, 5), D Alli 6, Son Heung Min 5 (sub: V Janssen 82) -- H Kane 5. Substitutes 
not used: M Vorm, K Trippier, K Wimmer, G-K Nkoudou. Booked: Son, Kane, 
Winks, Dier, Walker. 
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Jordan rally cry sparks a revival 
LIVERPOOL 2 
TOTTENHAM 0 
IT was Thursday lunchtime at Liverpool's Melwood training base when Jordan 
Henderson summoned his team-mates for a meeting. While Jurgen Klopp was up 
in his office, planning that evening's session and cranking up his preparations for 
Tottenham's visit, Liverpool's captain stood in the dressing room and began to 
talk. 
This was no challenge to Klopp's authority or a case of someone having ideas 
above his own station, it was Henderson stepping forward and taking 
responsibility for a wretched run of results that had threatened to send 
Liverpool's campaign into a tailspin. 
Once Henderson had expressed his concerns, others followed suit. There was no 
ranting or raving, no suggestion that tempers were lost or rows had erupted, but 
the chance to clear the air and speak honestly was reinvigorating. They filed out 
of the inner sanctum an hour later ready for business. 
So it proved on Saturday. Liverpool began like an express train against Tottenham 
and never lost the momentum that two Sadio Mane goals in two first-half 
minutes provided. More importantly, they showed fight and desire to protect 
their advantage when the visitors belatedly stirred. 
'Every now and again, it doesn't hurt to speak about it,' said Adam Lallana after 
Liverpool's first Premier League win in 2017. 'If anyone has anything to say -- as 
long as it's not personal, just professional -- there is no harm to remind each other 
of what we need to do. 
'You saw everyone was fighting for each other. We were backs against the wall, 
we hadn't won in January in the league. So big credit to Jordan. He wanted it to 
happen. It wasn't just him who spoke, the senior players spoke, the non-senior 
players, everyone. It was good, refreshing. 
'Sometimes it doesn't hurt just to speak about it. Yes, we are in a difficult place, 
and at times it feels like it's us against the world when things aren't going well. 
There was a sense of everyone coming together. Credit to everyone for 
performing like they did.' That is the issue though with Liverpool. In the big 
games, they barely put a foot wrong and 16 of the 49 points they have amassed 
have come from showdowns with their top-six rivals. No side has negotiated 
these contests better. Tottenham had no answer to the energy and drive of 
Liverpool's midfield of Henderson, Lallana and the outstanding Gini Wijnaldum, 
and Mane's tally at the end would have been doubled were it not for Hugo Lloris. 
Klopp has rewarded his players with the next few days off but then they will jet 
out to La Manga for a training camp that the German has called a 'mini pre-
season' and he does not expect them to miss a beat when they return. 
And there is the crux of it all: when Liverpool had clear weeks in between games 
they blew their rivals away before getting bogged down in the midwinter grind. It 
surely means, then, that there can be no excuses now should they fall short of 
their top-four objective. 
'We didn't have excuses in January,' said Lallana. 'It is about us proving to 
everyone that we don't just perform against the top teams. We have to go to 
Leicester and perform exactly the same. It'll be a real shame if we don't get that 
consistency as the way we performed here was remarkable.' If Klopp and his 
players were imbued with belief, for the first time in a long while Tottenham 
looked anaemic. 
This mirrored their limp display at Old Trafford in December yet Mauricio 
Pochettino prickled at the suggestion that his squad lack the last ingredient to 
turn them into winners. 'We were poor and are very disappointed but be careful -
- we're still one point ahead of Liverpool,' he stressed. 
But is a lack of depth in the squad going to lead to problems? Tottenham are still 
competing in the Europa League and FA Cup and resources that are already 
stretched -- how they missed Jan Vertonghen and Danny Rose -- will now be 
tested to the limit. 
'We are a different project from Liverpool, Chelsea, Manchester City, Manchester 
United and Arsenal,' said Pochettino. 'We are fighting for the title with different 
tools in a different project. We will see if we can cope.' 
SUPER STAT: Pochettino's dismal record against Liverpool continues. He has not 
beaten them in the last seven meetings (drawn three, lost four). 
LIVERPOOL (4-3-3) Mignolet 7; Clyne 7, Matip 7, Lucas 8 (Klavan 82min), Milner 7; 
Lallana 8, Henderson 8, Wijnaldum 8; Mane 8.5 (Alexander-Arnold 90), Firmino 
7.5, Coutinho 7 (Can 77). Subs not used: Karius, Sturridge, Moreno, Origi. Scorer: 
Mane 16, 18. Booked: Henderson, Matip, Milner. 
TOTTENHAM HOTSPUR (4-2-3-1): Lloris 6.5; Walker 5, Alderweireld 5.5, Dier 4, 
Davies 4; Dembele 6 (Sissoko 77), Wanyama 5.5; Alli 5, Son 5 (Janssen 82), Eriksen 
5 (Winks 68, 5.5); Kane 5. Subs not used: Vorm, Nkoudou, Trippier, Wimmer. 
Booked: Son, Kane, Winks, Dier, Alderweireld. Man of the match: Sadio Mane. 
Referee: Anthony Taylor 6. 
 

 
 Liverpool revived by captain's pep talk 
There was a clear-the-air summit at Liverpool prior to their return to the 
entertainment industry and their hounding Tottenham Hotspur out of the title 
race. Yes, another one. Anfield has hosted more of these than the environment 
agency, but this was different. Manager Jurgen Klopp knew nothing about it, as 
captain Jordan Henderson convened the squad to demand collective action to end 
a dismal two months. Good on him. There comes a point when these talented 
young men must decide if they are happy floating around the top six, occasionally 
losing semi-finals or finals, impressing one month and infuriating the next; or can 
they develop the mentality of winners? 
The same question should be asked of Tottenham, as they meekly lost ground to 
Chelsea. 
We must wait before determining if Henderson's intervention last week defines 
not only his captaincy, but also Klopp's reign. At the very least, it should be a 
turning point in this season's quest for Champions League qualification. 
"It was the team captain who got us together. He wanted it to happen," explained 
Adam Lallana, whose performance on Saturday underlined why a new contract 
beckons. "The manager can say as much as he likes and what attitude he wants, 
but we have to do it. 
"Credit to Jordan for calling the meeting, credit to everyone for participating and 
credit to everyone for performing. It wasn't just him who spoke, the senior 
players spoke, the non-senior players, everyone. It was good, and refreshing. 
"As long as it is not personal, just purely professional, there is no harm reminding 
each other what we need and what we want from each other. It was very open 
and I came out of that meeting knowing that every one of those players is 
together and intent on turning things around. There was a sense of everyone 
coming together." 
The response was heartening and thrilling and utterly maddening. Is it any 
wonder Liverpoolsupporters are tormented when the mood gauge swings so 
violently between despair and rapture? 
Lallana knows the manner of this victory was reaffirming to doubters as much as 
believers. Klopp's impressive record against the top six was enhanced. What 
happens against the next relegation contender they face in a fortnight will be as 
revealing. 
"The minute we have a couple of bad results, we are going to keep on answering 
critics and proving people wrong," said Lallana. "But losing together can help you 
in the long run. This run we have been on has brought us closer. We didn't have 
any excuses for our performance against Hull and no excuses for not beating 
Swansea at home. It is about us proving that we don't just perform against the 
top teams. 
"We know we need to be more consistent. The way we performed here was 
remarkable." 
Tottenham's players need a similar epiphany. There are inescapable similarities 
between Mauricio Pochettino's and Klopp's hopefuls, although the obvious 
contrast is while Liverpool excel against those at the top, Spurs look suspiciously 
like flat-track bullies. 
Pochettino echoed Klopp's view on what separates the championsin-waiting from 
the pretenders. "Chelsea have a lot of players that know what it means to win and 
we are creating a winning mentality," said the Spurs coach. "Sometimes it is not 
only about pushing the player to train and run, sometimes it is about coping with 
the competition. 
"We are building the project over the last two years. The club is in a special 
situation - building the new stadium - and there are many things which are 
important when you analyse the team. 
"If you compare Tottenham with the other sides competing for the top four, 
maybe you say, 'Wow, Tottenham deserve a lot of credit. " 
In terms of the title, Antonio Conte was the winner, no doubt relieved Sadio Mane 
was not around from the start of the recent Chelsea game here to scamper his 
defenders into submission. 
There was also some surprising naivety from Spurs. Liverpool had the chance to 
counter-attack for the first time in six weeks. You could not help but wonder if the 
visiting scouts had paid any attention to recent Anfield fixtures. 
Klopp versus Pochettino should one day become a title contest, and Champions 
League qualification is a fair reflection of fine progress in their second year with 
promising but developing teams. 
For now - for both clubs - the disparity between the good days and the wretched 
days remains too excessive. 
Winter warmer Klopp takes squad to La Manga 
Jurgen Klopp is taking his Liverpool players away for warm weather training as he 
uses their FA Cup exit to enforce a mini winter break. The German says he has the 
chance for a second 'preseason' ahead of the final 13 Premier League games. 
The Liverpool squad, who were given two days off after their victory over 
Tottenham, will head to La Manga, in Spain, on Wednesday, for five days. 
Coutinho's long barrier 
Philippe Coutinho has clearly been watching cricket during his time in England, as 
the Brazilian employed a perfect long barrier defence to prevent Christian Eriksen 
from trying to place his free-kick under the jumping Liverpool wall in the first half 
at Anfield. 
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Pochettino left struggling for answers after defeat 
Where there is football there is analysis and where defeats sit there is reason and 
blame. Maurico Pochettino could not really offer a full explanation why 
Tottenham had lost at Liverpool or detail why they performed so badly other than 
recognising the obvious factor: aggression was absent from his team's play but 
present and raw in Liverpool's. 
Though it was an accusation he contested, Tottenham's high line - deployed in 
stark contrast to the deeper defences that have been successful in 
frustrating Liverpool over the last month - contributed towards opportunities for 
Sadio ManA[c] and Liverpool racing into a two-goal lead within the first eighteen 
minutes. That the score had not changed by the end meant that Spurs had been 
behind by more minutes (72) than they'd been since the start of last season (42). 
As Anfield's stadium clock ticked past the hour mark, then, Spurs were in 
unfamiliar territory. What followed was not encouraging. Pochettino made 
substitutions but none of them seemed to make sense. Dele Alli and Christian 
Eriksen were anonymous -- Eriksen was one of those removed -- while Harry Kane 
remained isolated. Spurs managed just two shots on target and Simon Mignolet -- 
a goalkeeper with mistakes behind him in each of Liverpool's two previous games 
-- was tested only once, though his save in the first half from Heung-min Son was 
a significant one. 
While it would be sensible for Jurgen Klopp to spend some time during the next 
14 days until their next game analysing why Liverpool have achieved the insane 
feat of taking 26 points against the Premier League's top ten teams and only 23 
against the bottom ten, this outcome meant that Pochettino had to face 
questions about why his side had failed to turn up in a pivotal trip to one of their 
top four rivals; why, indeed, Spurs have won just twice away from home since late 
September, a run that includes defeats at Chelsea and Manchester United, in 
addition to draws at Arsenal and Manchester City. 
Before Tottenham play their next league fixture, their schedule is rather more 
taxing than Liverpool's, with two Europa League games against Belgian side, Gent, 
and an FA Cup fifth round tie at Fulham. That Pochettino reminded the assembled 
press of this without the need for him to be asked first suggested he might think 
this gives Liverpool an advantage in the tussle to secure Champions League 
football for next season. 
His response to a question about the ability of his squad to deal with this period 
was hardly reassuring. "We will see," he said. "That is important. We are in a 
different project to Liverpool, Chelsea, Manchester City, Manchester United and 
Arsenal. We are a club fighting for the Premier League with different tools in a 
different project. We will see if [we] can cope. If we have the squad, we will see. It 
is important that our project is long-term and we can see if we can cope with all 
the competitions now." 
There are similarities, though, between Liverpool and Tottenham -- in that both 
teams have suffered from injuries, while Chelsea have not. Equally, 
neither Liverpool nor Tottenham have the broad title winning experience of the 
players at Chelsea. 
"Sometimes it is not only about pushing the player to train and run and play, 
sometimes it is about coping with the level and the competition," Pochettino 
believes. "It is important now to assess and be calm. Sometimes this happens. It is 
only our third defeat in the Premier League. Today we were poor and I feel very 
disappointed but be careful. We are one point above Liverpool still." 
No Tottenham team has qualified for the Champions League in consecutive 
seasons and Pochettino realises that. He realises too it has been a decade since 
Tottenham last won a trophy. 
"The club is in a special situation, building the new stadium and there are many 
things which are important when you analyse the team," Pochettino added. But 
would he prefer to finish in the top four or win something? 
"I need to think about that," he replied. "For our supporters winning a trophy is 
important but getting in the top four is important too. I don't know." 
 

 
RED THE E RIOT ACT; Lallana reveals his skipper's no-holds-barred 
showdown sparked Liverpool backlash 
LIVERPOOL 2 
Mane 16, 18 
TOTTENHAM 0 
"THERE was a sense of everyone coming together and thinking it was us against 
the world." 
No, not Donald Trump issuing another barking-mad soundbite but Adam Lallana 
talking about the moment that may have transformed Liverpool's season. 
They needed something after a catastophic January - and Jordan Henderson 
(right, with boss Jurgen Klopp) provided it in a passionate team meeting called by 
skipper, without the presence of the manager, where harsh words were spoken. 
"It was the team captain who got us together but it wasn't just him who spoke," 
Lallana explained. 
"Everybody spoke and it was refreshing. We came out of it with an 'us against the 
world' attitude. 
"I came out of it knowing that everyone was intent on turning things around as 
quickly as possible." 
The response was more than Liverpool could have hoped for and one which all 
but destroyed Tottenham's title hopes. 
Spurs were blown away by a whirlwind of a first-half performance from the 
Mersey men. 
Two goals from Sadio Mane in two early first-half minutes (he could have had a 
hat-trick in six but for an incredible save from Hugo Lloris) exposed Spurs' Premier 
League pretensions. It also reasserted lost Anfield identity. 
"Every now and again it doesn't hurt to utter some home truths as as it is not 
personal, just purely professional," Lallana explained. 
"There is no harm in reminding each other of what we need to do and what we 
want from each other. It doesn't hurt to hear a few home truths. 
"Yes, we are in a difficult place and at times it feels like it is us against the world 
when things aren't going well. That showed today. 
"Credit to Jordan for calling the meeting, credit to everyone for participating, and 
credit to everyone for performing like they did today." 
Liverpool looked rudderless during a miserable January but this display was full of 
purpose. 
Kop boss Klopp's dream of winning every remaining Premier League game does 
not seem so absurd on this evidence. 
They'd have a better chance if between now and May they met only top-four 
rivals - the Reds are unbeaten this season in such contests. 
The return from Africa Cup Of Nations duty of Mane has come just in time 
for Liverpool, who named a front four - Mane, Philippe Coutinho, Roberto 
Firmino, and Lallana - bursting with intent. 
There there were leaders all over the pitch. And in producing such a performance 
- they could have been five up at half-time - they questioned whether Spurs have 
any. 
For defender Eric Dier, there was an unspoken admission his side still have some 
way to go before they can seriously challenge the ruthless professionalism of 
Chelsea at the top of the table. 
He was one of several Spurs stars who didn't meet their usual standards, with the 
second-placed team managing just one real chance. 
And when asked if Spurs are mentally strong enough to compete for the title, he 
said with a shrug: "I think we still need to improve in all areas. We still have a long 
way to go and we need to keep improving and working hard. We weren't good 
enough in the first half." 
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Champions League hopes and swagger both return as Reds give season 
kiss of life 
Just in time for Valentine's Day the love was rekindled. 
All the turmoil of recent weeks was forgotten as Liverpool patched things up in 
style with a classy triumph over Tottenham.  “It is my hope that we can produce a 
performance that makes Anfield smile,” Jurgen Klopp wrote in his programme 
notes. The Reds did a lot more than that. They made their supporters believe 
again as they delivered a cherished first Premier League victory of 2017. 
It was richly deserved as Liverpool produced the perfect response to the wretched 
defeat at the hands of lowly Hull City. They were unrecognisable. 
Mauricio Pochettino's men, who had arrived on the back of an 11-game unbeaten 
run, were outfought and outplayed to leave their lingering title hopes in tatters. 
This was the day when Liverpool finally rediscovered their swagger. 
During a glorious opening salvo when match-winner Sadio Mane struck twice it 
was like being transported back to those heady autumn days when the Reds 
brushed opponents aside with ruthless ease. Tottenham arrived with the best 
defensive record in the top-flight but their backline were tormented by the 
brilliance of Mane. Only the heroics of Hugo Lloris saving them from a much 
heavier beating. The nightmare of January may have wrecked talk of a title 
challenge and derailed their season, but here was proof if any was needed that 
the Reds are more than capable of securing a Champions League spot. 
You could see the benefits of a full week on the training field as Liverpool 
functioned as a unit and bossed proceedings from start to finish. 
Well drilled defensively, combative in midfield and packing a punch in the final 
third, the Reds were everything that they weren't at Hull a week earlier. 
Victory lifted them back into the top four and within a point of second placed 
Spurs. Klopp's dream of finishing the campaign with 14 straight wins won't be 
quite so fanciful if these standards are maintained. 
But Liverpool can't afford for this to be a false dawn. This has to be the 
benchmark for the challenges ahead. 
Beating the big boys hasn't been the issue this season and now they have to show 
this kind of hunger, desire and purpose in less mouthwatering assignments. With 
such a light schedule there are no excuses. 
For Klopp, who unleashed a flurry of fist pumps before disappearing down the 
tunnel, a first home win in six attempts provided vindication. 
Having ignored the clamour for Loris Karius to be recalled, Klopp got the reaction 
he wanted from Simon Mignolet as the Belgium international shone throughout. 
Lucas Leiva repaid his manager's faith after being given another opportunity at 
centre-back. The experienced Brazilian expertly shackled Harry Kane and earned 
the standing ovation which was afforded to him late on. 
Klopp had resisted the temptation to make sweeping changes following events at 
Hull. With the only tweak involving Gini Wijnaldum's inclusion in place of Emre 
Can, the Reds boss was essentially giving those who let him down so badly a week 
earlier the chance to put things right. Liverpool did that with relish during a 
devastating early burst which left Spurs shell-shocked. The shirts were the same 
colour but that's where the similarities ended with Liverpool's pitiful showing 
against the Tigers. The Reds played with an energy, tempo and intensity that 
Spurs simply couldn't live with. The outstanding Jordan Henderson and 
Wijnaldum provided the platform for the hosts to dominate as the slick front four 
ran riot. Adam Lallana set the tone with his remarkable work rate as he closed 
down space and forced the visitors to cough up possession. 
Roberto Firmino was back to his dazzling best, providing the focal point in attack 
which has been sadly lacking of late. Either side of him Philippe Coutinho and 
Mane buzzed around with intent. 
When Mane's persistence forced Ben Davies to concede a corner, Anfield roared 
its approval. Liverpool were winning battles all over the pitch. 
It took a fine block from Toby Alderweireld to deny Coutinho but the pressure 
finally told on 16 minutes. Lallana picked Victor Wanyama's pocket close to 
halfway and Firmino found Wijnaldum. The classy Dutchman spotted Mane's 
intelligent run and played the most incisive of passes. Mane held off the 
attentions of Davies to fire past Hugo Lloris. 
It was the first time Liverpool had scored a first-half goal at Anfield since New 
Year's Eve. Within two minutes it was 2-0. Mane pounced on Eric Dier's poor 
control and squared for Lallana. Lloris made the save and then denied Firmino but 
Mane was on hand to gleefully tuck away the loose ball. With 11 goals and four 
assists, no Liverpool player has been directly involved in more league goals than 
Mane this term. How the Reds missed their £30million bargain during the Africa 
Cup of Nations. In truth the Senegal international, whose name was chanted 
vociferously by the Kop, should have had the match-ball secured before the break 
but twice he was thwarted by Lloris. Spurs just couldn't handle his pace and 
power with Davies hopelessly outclassed. 
Belatedly, Pochettino's side flickered into life. Heung-Min Son could have reduced 
the deficit but Mignolet came to the rescue as he narrowed the angle and saved 
with his legs. The Reds keeper was a reassuring presence as he clung on to 
everything Spurs threw at him and commanded his box. 
Fears about Lucas's ability to handle Spurs' lively frontline proved unfounded. He  
 

made some crucial challenges on Kane and was alert to nod Dele Alli's header 
over his own bar. Christian Eriksen went close with a sweetly struck free-kick but 
Liverpool remained firmly in the ascendancy. Lloris got lucky after Firmino 
charged down his clearance, while Coutinho let Spurs off the hook with a tame 
effort after being teed up by Firmino. After the Reds' show of force in the first 
half, the second half was all about control. No unnecessary risks were taken as 
they kept their shape and kept Tottenham at bay. 
The flow of the contest wasn't helped by referee Anthony Taylor, who dished out 
eight yellow cards and enraged Anfield with a string of baffling decisions. 
Spurs were reduced to trying to kick lumps of the Reds with Kane fortunate to 
stay on the pitch after a stamp on Nathaniel Clyne's boot. 
It was a sign of the England striker's frustration. When Kane did finally break free 
to turn Eriksen's free-kick against the post, the offside flag was up. 
Joel Matip could have settled it when he rose to meet Milner's free-kick but 
nodded straight at Lloris. Coutinho drilled just wide after great work from Lallana. 
Mane felt the love late on as he strolled off to thunderous applause and into the 
welcoming arms of his manager. 
What a difference a week makes. Liverpool's season has had the kiss of life. 

 
Sadio Mane double hits Spurs' title bid hard 
Tottenham saw their faint Premier League title chances all but end after being 
brushed aside by a dominant Liverpool display. 
The hosts were in control from start to finish to see out a 2-0 win, leaving Spurs 
nine points off league leaders Chelsea having played a game more. 
Sadio Mane scored both goals, coming within 138 seconds of each other in the 
first half, and Spurs never recovered. 
Heung-min Son had the chance to pull one back soon after Mane's two goals but 
shot straight at Simon Mignolet with Harry Kane open near the penalty spot. 
It proved to be the only clear-cut chance for a Spurs side coming into the game 
with seven wins in nine games. 
Liverpool eased off after the break but remained in control throughout as they 
leapfrogged both Manchester sides into fourth place in the Premier League 
standings. 
Tottenham started the weekend as Chelsea's nearest challenger. Yet this was a 
demoralising loss - only its third all season in the league - and it could have been 
much worse, with Liverpool goalkeeper Simon Mignolet barely 
troubled. Liverpool's slump in form coincided with Mane's departure to the 
African Cup with Senegal, with the team missing his energy and exuberance out 
wide. His return could be the catalyst for a renewed tilt at the Champions League 
qualification places for Liverpool. Spurs simply couldn't live with him here.  
Mane's first goal came courtesy of a pinpoint through-ball by Georginio 
Wijnaldum, after Liverpool forced a turnover and then created space in central 
midfield with a neat one-two between Wijnaldum and Roberto Firmino. Mane 
outpaced Ben Davies to latch onto the pass and showed composure to lift his 
finish beyond Hugo Lloris from inside the area.  
Home celebrations had barely died down when Tottenham's midfield was again 
picked off, Mane led a counterattack, Firmino had a shot saved, and Mane 
slammed the rebound high into the net from eight meters.  
Mane was in relentless mood, shooting just wide and then forcing a superb low 
save out of Lloris.  
Spurs were being suffocated and the halftime whistle came as a relief, as 
Liverpool should have been further ahead especially when Philippe Coutinho had 
a clear sight on goal and shot at Lloris.  
Liverpool maintained its standard - and breathtaking levels of pressing - in the 
second half as tempers frayed, with even striker Harry Kane getting booked for an 
ugly lunge on Nathaniel Clyne.  
Liverpool manager Jurgen Klopp lived and breathed every action in his inimitable 
style in the technical area and he warmly embraced each of his players after the 
final whistle. 
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Mane's first-half brace sinks lacklustre Spurs and puts Liverpool back on 
track 
An Anfield night when Liverpool's players time-warped back to September and 
October, delivering the level of performance that can make them seem 
irresistible. 
This victory -- their first of 2017 in the league-- was secured largely because of an 
opening 25-minute period where Sadio ManÉ scored twice, shaking Tottenham's 
confidence, intercepting their swagger. 
It should worry Maurico Pochettino that the reaction of his players from there 
was so meek. If you start to believe Liverpool all over again -- that not so much 
really needs to be done to ensure expectations of supporters will be met some 
time soon, what happened next makes you doubt Tottenham because the going 
got tough and Liverpool's appetite to try and start putting things right after a 
wretched month was so much greater. 
Liverpool, indeed, had to make a fast start to inject the crowd with belief. Their 
earliest challenges were meaty; their earliest passes were forward and with 
conviction. Lucas Leiva, positioned at centre back because of Dejan Lovren's 
absence due to a knee injury, was the sharpest in to tackles, kicking anything near 
him that moved. It was perhaps understandable that he proceeded to lace the 
ball as far away from his person as possible because in circumstances, Liverpool's 
defence was one that needed certainty. 
Liverpool were up for this. Had all of the chances been scored, they would have 
led Tottenham by five goals to two by the half hour mark. The day began with 
stories about ManÉ -- why he plays for Liverpool and not Tottenham; why 
Tottenham chose not to sign him in the summer despite having him at their 
Enfield training centre ready to process a move from Southampton. 
Liverpool, supposedly, were prepared to pay the asking fee while Tottenham were 
not -- a detail released in timely fashion for Liverpool's owners Fenway Sports 
Group, especially when many have criticised them for not paying premium rates. 
ManÉ became the second most expensive player in Liverpool's history and the 
devastation of his performances since have made it seem like they got him on the 
cheap. His influence cannot be overestimated because he is the only player with 
the speed to turn bad passes into good ones or, indeed, convert clearances like 
the ones Lucas was making into reasonable opportunities. 
Liverpool had gone hunting in midfield for his first goal, with Adam Lallana seizing 
possession from Victor Wanyama and Georginio Wijnaldum slicing through 
Tottenham's defence with a pass. From there, when ManÉ's away from you, the 
pursuit to stop him becomes almost impossible. 
Like Liverpool, Tottenham's squad isn't particularly big so when two players that 
normally start are missing, it shows eventually. They need Jan Vertonghen and 
Danny Rose back as soon as possible because Eric Dier is not enjoying the season 
he had last year and Ben Davies does not have the pace to provide the attacking 
intent they need from a left back. 
For ManÉ's second goal, his role was that of a coyote on the look-out for a feed 
while Dier -- the natural prey -- reacted to the approach with all the stealth of a 
beast stung by a tranquiliser dart. Again, ManÉ was away from a defence. And you 
know what happens then. 
The Senegalese may have had a six-minute hat-trick had it not been for the 
reflexes of Hugo Lloris. Pochettino was shell-shocked by what he saw, sinking into 
the seat in his dugout, biting his nails and ashen faced. 
Their best chances came quickly, for Heung-min Son and then Dele Alli and had 
one of them been taken, maybe Liverpool's evening would have been more 
testing than it was. 
Ultimately, the outcome makes you think Chelsea will be champions. What 
happens below them is less certain. Only two points now separates the next five 
teams. 
Liverpool (4-2-3-1): Mignolet, Clyne, Matip, Lucas (Klavan 82), Milner, Lallana, 
Henderson, Wijnaldum, Mane (Alexander-Arnold 90+2), Firmino, Coutinho (Can 
77). 
Subs not used: Karius, Sturridge, Moreno, Origi. 
Tottenham Hotspur (4-2-3-1): Lloris, Walker, Alderweireld, Dier, Davies, Dembele 
(Sissoko 77), Wanyama, Eriksen (Winks 68), Alli, Son (Janssen 82), Kane. 
Subs not used: Vorm, Nkoudou, Trippier, Wimmer. 
Referee: A Taylor (Greater Manchester) 
Attendance: 53,159 
 

 
Mane brings joy at last to Klopp as Spurs take tumble 
Liverpool 2 
Mane 16, 18 
Tottenham Hotspur 0 
Att: 53, 149 
A happy new year at last for Jurgen Klopp, for whom the dismal league form of 
2017 finally took an upturn with Liverpool's first victory since the very end of 
December, and a ray of hope for the future in the form of the sensational Sadio 
Mane. 
This was the evening that Mane at least tried to put a little glow into the dying 
embers of Liverpool's title challenge, and gave them their first league win in six 
games, and only their second victory of 2017 after the FA Cup third round replay 
defeat of Plymouth Argyle. He cannot rebuild the house that stood at the turn of 
the year, which Liverpool saw in having beaten Manchester City, but the striker 
was certainly transformative. 
His two first half goals were the very least that Liverpool deserved in a dominant 
first period in which they seized the initiative and should have scored more, and 
would have done were it not for Hugo Lloris. That gave Klopp's team the belief 
that they could win this game and their hard-running meant that Tottenham were 
never really in the hunt for a comeback. 
Alas, for Spurs their pursuit of Chelsea has hit a pothole from which they will do 
well to emerge. Mauricio Pochettino appeared to misjudge Liverpool and pushed 
his team up high against the home side which allowed for space in behind. 
While Chelsea look like galloping into the distance, Liverpool moved back up to 
fourth for the time being. 
There are for now, just two points separating the five teams in the positions 
below the leaders and everything to play for with the exception, it seems now, of 
the league title. There will be disappointment for Pochettino that his key players 
failed to inflict much damage on Liverpool with Christian Eriksen notably quiet, 
and barely a chance to speak of for Harry Kane. It was indicative of the Spurs 
manager's lack of options that he turned to Vincent Janssen before the end. 
Lloris came off at half-time something of a hero for Spurs given that without their 
captain's quick reactions in goal the deficit would have been so great there would 
have been no way back for Pochettino's team. 
They only had themselves to blame for giving Liverpool the space in behind them 
which enabled the home side to be direct and then there was Mane, an 
exceptional finisher and surely the quickest man in the Premier League. His goals 
came in the space of two minutes and after that, in the 22nd minute Lloris made 
two exceptional saves from Mane when you might have expected the Senegal 
international, back for at Anfield for the first time since the African Nations, to 
score. 
The first goal demonstrated the raw pace of Mane. Ben Davies was losing so much 
ground on the Liverpool striker as he went through on goal that even when the 
left-back raised a tentative arm to try to reach out and foul his opponent the gap 
was already too big. 
Mane stumbled as he went to pull the trigger but his agility meant that he could 
still lift a shot over Lloris. 
He had run onto a fine through ball from Georgino Wijnaldum who had picked out 
the run after Coutinho's knockdown The second goal originated with a throw-in 
deep in Liverpool's half, a long ball forward and then Eric Dier dispossessed by 
Mane who ran in on goal with team-mates to choose from. Adam Lallana was 
given the first shot and Roberto Firmino the second, both of which Lloris saved 
before Mane volleyed in his second. 
Spurs suffered from having pushed up high on the home side and they only came 
into the game as an attacking force just before the half-hour. 
Heung-min Son had an excellent chance in on goal on 27 minutes but Simon 
Mignolet saved that one. 
They never really tested the central defensive pairing of Joel Matip and the 
Brazilian midfielder Luca Leiva because Spurs never got in behind the home team. 
Instead they always looked vulnerable on the counter-attack with the left side a 
particular problem as they lacked the absent Danny Rose negate the pace of 
Nathaniel Clyne. The second half never hit the heights of the first 
and Liverpoolcontrolled the game well against a  Spurs side low on ideas. The 
game was notable for a few moments of tension, especially between the 
Englishmen on the pitch. Kane went in wildly on Clyne and landed his studs on the 
top of the fullback's right boot. James Milner sought retribution minutes later by 
jumping into the Spurs striker and also picking up a caution. By the end of the 
game, substitutes Harry Winks and Trent Alexander-Arnold included, there were 
ten Englishman on the pitch. 
Liverpool (4-3-3): Mignolet 6; Clyne 6, Matip 7, Lucas 6 (Klavan 82), Milner 6; 
Lallana 7, Henderson 7, Wijnaldum 7; Mane 8 (Alexander-Arnold 90), Firmino 6, 
Coutinho 6 (Can 77). Subs Karius (g), Sturridge, Moreno, Origi. Booked Henderson, 
Matip, Milner Tottenham (4-2-3-1): Lloris 7; Walker 5, Alderweireld 5, Dier 4, 
Davies 5; Wanyama 6, Dembele 6(Sissoko 77); Eriksen 4 (Winks 68), Alli 5, Son 5 
(Janssen 82); Kane 5. Subs Vorm (g), Nkoudou, Trippier, Wimmer. Booked Son, 
Kane, Winks, Dier, Alderweireld. 
Referee A Taylor (Cheshire). 
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REDS BATTER MUDDLED SPURS 
LIVERPOOL 2 
Mane 16, 18 
TOTTENHAM 0 
When Liverpool's youth players join training the attackers are told to study Sadio 
Mane. "They see how Sadio is creating space for himself before he receives the 
ball, so he can play one v ones - that is one of his biggest strengths," said Pep 
Lijnders, Jurgen Klopp's first-team coach. 
At PS34m he was felt a little overpriced upon arriving from Southampton, but 
now Anfield appreciates what makes him precious. Mane is that rarity, the 
cerebral speed merchant. His pace of thought and foot devastated Tottenham 
here. 
Two goals in two minutes from the Senegalese, inside the first quarter, defined a 
hectic game and probably ended Tottenham's title challenge. Workrate and 
determination ensured Mauricio Pochettino's players kept the score respectable, 
but Liverpool -- and Mane -- could have scored more. Ben Davies and Eric Dier, 
particularly, were terrorised. For Liverpool, this felt necessary, a first win of any 
kind in six matches and first over a topflight opponent in 2017. The tempo, the 
intensity of early season was back. 
Mane was not the only factor -- Adam Lallana and Roberto Firmino were back on 
form, Jordan Henderson was a rock and Joel Matip's assurance was important. 
But he was certainly Klopp's X factor. 
Worse, for Tottenham, is that they almost signed Mane. He visited their training 
ground in the summer but Daniel Levy baulked at his wage demands despite 
Pochettino pushing Mane's case. Seldom has vindication tasted more bitter: 
Pochettino loves leg-power and footspeed as much as Klopp. 
Liverpool were electric and Mane was as sudden and as dangerous as a spark. 
From kick-off, Klopp's backline staked out bold positions on the halfway line and 
his front six swarmed Spurs in their own territory. When Mane was at the African 
Cup of Nations, Liverpool sorely missed the instantaneity he brings to 
counterattacks. 
Here, it was there again; only good work from Victor Wanyama and Eric Dier 
kept Liverpool out in the first 10 minutes but, as Klopp whipped up the crowd, 
Tottenham were visibly rattled. When 1-0 came, it came sensationally. 
As Liverpool broke from deep in their own half, the quality of movement and 
timing of run that Lijnders spoke about were showcased by the burst that took 
Mane clear as he came inside from the right to flash on to Georginio Wijnaldum's 
excellent pass. Davies tried to get on terms but Mane held him off easily and, with 
composure, lifted a finish beyond Hugo Lloris. Just 16 minutes gone, a brilliant 
goal -- and within another two minutes Mane scored again. 
This time, as Dier took down a high ball on the halfway line, the Senegalese was 
on him in a trice and exploited Dier's cumbersome touch to seize possession. He 
veered straight at goal and, on reaching the box, played intelligently to Lallana to 
his right. 
Lallana shot first time and firmly. Lloris couldn't hold it and should have perhaps 
done better than palm straight out to Roberto Firmino. Making amends, Lloris 
was immediately out to Firmino to block -- but the ball spun up and Mane 
volleyed in. Twice, Mane almost scored again, pouncing on a Davies misjudgment 
to have a shot deflected into the side netting and then spearing in a prodigious 
shot to draw a terrific Lloris save. 
He was through again when Philippe Coutinho, with a fine reverse pass, found 
him. Dier timed a tackle well but it was a rare moment of sound judgment from 
Pochettino's men. Terrorised by Mane, overwhelmed by the home intensity, the 
Premier League's best side defensively made more mistakes in one half than in 
the entire season hitherto. 
Firmino charged down a poor Lloris kick, Wanyama knocked a routine cross-field 
ball clear out of play and Kyle Walker ran the ball into touch with nobody near 
him. The muddled thinking was also evident at the other end, Heung-min Son 
shooting straight at Simon Mignolet. 
For all their promise, there remains questions about how Tottenham handle the 
big pressure moments. Defeat here furthered a poor away record against other 
big sides and came at a point where, if they were serious title challengers, they 
would have asked a question of Chelsea; instead they are now in the thick of the 
dogfight just to make the top four. 
As in that notorious defeat at Chelsea last season, discipline started going and 
Kane, Dier, Son, Toby Alderweireld and substitute Harry Winks were booked -- 
though Liverpool also drew three yellow cards in a feisty game. 
Liverpool: Mignolet 7, Clyne 7, Matip 8, Lucas 7 (Klavan 82min, 5), Milner 6, 
Lallana 7, Henderson 8, Wijnaldum 7, Mane 9 (Alexander-Arnold 90+2min, 5), 
Firmino 7, Coutinho 6 (Can 77min, 5) Substitutes: Karius, Sturridge, Moreno, Origi 
Tottenham: Lloris 6, Walker 5, Dier 4, Alderweireld 6, Davies 4, Dembele 5 
(Sissoko 77min, 5), Wanyama 7, Eriksen 5 (Winks 68min, 5), Alli 6, Son 5 (Janssen 
82min, 5), Kane 5 Substitutes: Vorm, Nkoudou, Trippier, Wimmer 
 

 
Liverpool’s Sadio Mané fires quickfire double to stun Tottenham 
Jürgen Klopp’s dream of winning every remaining league game may not be idle 
fantasy after all if his side can come up with this sort of quality on a regular basis. 
Liverpool certainly got the unlikely project off to an auspicious start with a 
comprehensive victory over Tottenham, keeping up their unbeaten record against 
other top-six Premier League teams in the process and winning their first league 
game of 2017 in some style. 
Klopp said he wanted his players to produce a performance to make Anfield smile, 
and they did just that, though it always helps when Liverpool can name all four of 
their leading attackers – Philippe Coutinho, Roberto Firmino, Adam Lallana and 
Sadio Mané – in the same team. It does not always work, the quartet appeared in 
the unexpected defeat at Hull last week, but here Liverpool’s energetic running 
was causing Spurs problems from the off and Mané in particular looked 
unplayable at times. The Senegal international had the chance to join Spurs in the 
summer but the club felt his wage demands were too high. Perhaps it was no 
accident that he chose this game to show his true worth. 
Liverpool started like a team determined to make an early impression, and might 
have scored before Mané gave them the lead had not Coutinho’s goalbound shot 
struck the trailing heel of Toby Alderweireld. Tottenham were holding a high 
defensive line and giving the home side space to run into, which is exactly what 
happened when a visiting attack broke down and Georginio Wijnaldum was able 
to slip Mané into an almost empty Spurs half a couple of minutes later. After 
holding off what remained of the Spurs defence Mané only had Hugo Lloris to 
beat, which he did deftly enough despite appearing to lose his footing in the act 
of shooting. 
If that was an ideal start for a side short on confidence, it got better with a second 
goal within a matter of just over a minute. This time a ponderous Eric Dier was 
caught in possession by Mané, who probably imagined either Firmino or Lallana 
would put the ball in the net, only for both Liverpool players to be denied by 
excellent saves from Lloris. The danger was not cleared, however, and when the 
ball came back in his direction Mané scored at the third attempt. 
Playing centre-half in Jan Vertonghen’s absence, Dier did make some amends by 
getting across to stop Mané’s run into the penalty area after half an hour, though 
by that stage the Liverpool player could already have completed a hat-trick. He hit 
the side-netting from a decent opportunity midway through the first half, then 
followed up on Liverpool’s next attack to bring another diving save from Lloris. 
Advertisement 
Liverpool also had centre-half problems, Lucas Leiva standing in because Dejan 
Lovren was injured and Ragnar Klavan sick, though in the first half Tottenham 
were unable to put the home back line under any sustained pressure. It was 
Liverpool finding all the space and creating all the chances, and Coutinho really 
should have put them further ahead when he took his time with a clear shooting 
opportunity and still ended up putting the ball too close to Lloris. 
It was not quite one-way traffic: Son Heung-min brought a save from Simon 
Mignolet before the interval and Christian Eriksen was too high with a free-kick 
from the edge of the area. However, Harry Kane and Dele Alli were not featuring 
in as many Spurs attacks as Mauricio Pochettino would have liked and neither 
were the full backs providing the usual width and penetration. 
Liverpool ended the first half as they had started it, swarming all around the Spurs 
box, and they should probably have had greater reward for their movement and 
invention than a couple of corners that came to nothing. 
At times the home side were passing for fun inside the area, and though their 
enterprise was a pleasure to watch, Klopp would almost certainly have preferred 
a little more directness and a third goal to reflect their overall superiority. 
The closest Spurs came to mounting a comeback in the second half was when 
Kane hit a post from an offside position. Their frustration began to show after an 
hour, with Alli and Kane both fouling Nathaniel Clyne in quick succession, the 
latter receiving a caution for an unnecessary stamp. 
When Emre Can was sent on for the last few minutes, Dier welcomed him with an 
uncompromising challenge that also brought a booking. Alderweireld became the 
fifth Spurs player booked when he brought down Firmino as he raced into the 
area, with the visitors in danger of losing their composure in the closing stages. 
Liverpool were unable to add another goal but they remain on top of the 
imaginary mini-league comprising the top-six teams. Despite ending Chelsea’s 
unbeaten run, it is Spurs, lucky to claim a point at the Etihad last month, who now 
appear to be struggling to impose themselves on top-six rivals. 
 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/football/premierleague
https://www.theguardian.com/football/liverpool
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Sadio Mane lifted Liverpool's recent gloom by scoring twice in two first-half 
minutes to see off top-four rivals Tottenham Hotspur at Anfield. 
The forward put the Reds ahead when he ran onto Georginio Wijnaldum's pass, 
holding off Ben Davies to fire in. 
He doubled the lead 138 seconds later, pouncing on a loose ball from close range 
after keeper Hugo Lloris denied Adam Lallana and Roberto Firmino. 
Second-placed Spurs rarely threatened as Liverpool moved within a point. 
The visitors' best chance fell to forward Son Heung-min, whose fierce, angled shot 
was blocked by Reds keeper Simon Mignolet shortly after Mane's second. 
Spurs remain nine points behind leaders Chelsea ahead of the Blues' trip to 
Burnley on Sunday. 
Liverpool, who had not won in their five previous matches, move back up to 
fourth. 
Liverpool boosted by the Mane man 
Liverpool's downturn in form since New Year coincided with the absence of 
Senegal forward Mane, who missed seven matches when he represented his 
country at the Africa Cup of Nations. 
The Reds managed just one win in his absence, slipping from Chelsea's nearest 
title challengers to fifth place and going out of both domestic cup competitions. 
Here Mane, who failed to shine in last weekend's defeat at Hull City, showed just 
why Liverpool lamented his loss. 
Mane impressed in the first half of the season following his £34m arrival from 
Southampton - his pace, energy and clinical finishing contributing heavily to 
Liverpool's success. 
Without him, they struggled to break down opponents. With him, they tore apart 
Tottenham in the opening quarter. 
Spurs could not handle the speed of thought, or the speed of movement, of the 
home side. 
Mane - who scored the fastest hat-trick in Premier League history in two minutes 
and 56 seconds in May 2015 - almost came close to another quickfire treble, only 
to be denied again by the over-exposed Lloris. 
While Spurs stemmed the tide after the break, the damage was already done. 
Spurs' struggles continue away from the Lane 
While Liverpool had not won in five games, Tottenham were playing with 
confidence and fluency in a 15-match streak which had seen them beaten just 
once. 
The formbook was torn up at Anfield. 
Spurs had conceded just twice in their previous five league games, but were 
uncharacteristically porous without injured pair Danny Rose and Jan Vertonghen. 
Harry Kane was isolated up front, while midfielders Dele Alli and Christian Eriksen 
were virtually anonymous in the opposition half. 
Spurs managed just two shots on target as Reds keeper Simon Mignolet was 
largely untroubled, their frustration becoming evident after the break as four 
players picked up yellow cards. 
Worryingly for boss Mauricio Pochettino, his side failed to turn up again in a 
potentially-pivotal trip to one of their top four rivals. 
Spurs have won just twice on the road since 24 September, including defeats at 
Chelsea and Manchester United in addition to draws at Arsenal and Manchester 
City. 
"We were poor. They were better. No complaints," said Pochettino. 
Man of the match - Sadio Mane (Liverpool) 
Post-match reaction 
Liverpool manager Jurgen Klopp: 
"It was how we have to play against Tottenham. We had to show a reaction and it 
was perfect. It was an outstanding performance offensively in the first half, and 
defensively in the second half. 
"We could have scored again. It was difficult to defend against us in the first half, 
we had four or five players in the area, it was like the early part of the season." 
'Very poor' first half frustrates Pochettino 
Tottenham manager Mauricio Pochettino: 
"We started the game very sloppy. It is difficult to understand, I am very 
disappointed in our first-half display. Second half we reached their level but it is 
really late. 
"We are in a position that is up to us. But if you show like today that you cannot 
cope with the pressure to play to win the league than it is difficult to challenge 
and fight for the Premier League. 
"In the first 45 minutes you saw a team that is not ready to fight for the Premier 
League." 
Liverpool love playing Spurs at Anfield... 
Liverpool have won more Premier League games at Anfield against Tottenham 
than any other current top-flight side they have faced (16 wins) 
The Reds are unbeaten in their last nine Premier League encounters with Spurs, 
winning six and drawing three 
Tottenham have conceded eight goals from open play in their last 13 Premier 
League games after conceding just one in their opening 12 matches of the season 
Spurs conceded eight shots on target; their most in a first half since 2003-04 
Spurs have failed to score in successive Premier League away games for the first 
time since April 2015 

 

Toby Alderweireld received his first Premier League yellow card since March 
2016, after a run of 26 games without a booking 
What's next? 
A two-week break from the Premier League for Tottenham. Pochettino's side turn 
their attentions back to the Europa League when they face Belgian side Gent in a 
two-legged tie either side of a FA Cup fifth-round trip to Fulham on Sunday, 19 
February. 
They return to top-flight action when Stoke City visit on Sunday, 26 February 
(13:30 GMT), while Liverpool have a 16-day break before they visit champions 
Leicester City on Monday, 27 February (20:00). 
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Match ends, Liverpool 2, Tottenham Hotspur 0. 
90'+5' Second Half ends, Liverpool 2, Tottenham Hotspur 0. 
90'+3' Attempt missed. Toby Alderweireld (Tottenham Hotspur right footed shot from 
outside the box misses to the left. 
90'+2' Substitution, Liverpool. Trent Alexander-Arnold replaces Sadio Mané. 
90'+1' Delay over. They are ready to continue. 
90' Delay in match Adam Lallana (Liverpool because of an injury. 
88' Attempt missed. Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool left footed shot from more than 40 
yards on the left wing misses to the right. 
87' Hand ball by Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool. 
84' Attempt blocked. James Milner (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box is 
blocked. 
83' Toby Alderweireld (Tottenham Hotspur is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
83' Roberto Firmino (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
83' Foul by Toby Alderweireld (Tottenham Hotspur. 
82' Substitution, Tottenham Hotspur. Vincent Janssen replaces Son Heung-Min. 
82' Substitution, Liverpool. Ragnar Klavan replaces Lucas Leiva because of an injury. 
82' Delay over. They are ready to continue. 
81' Delay in match Lucas Leiva (Liverpool because of an injury. 
80' Foul by Emre Can (Liverpool. 
80' Harry Winks (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
78' Eric Dier (Tottenham Hotspur is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
78' Foul by Eric Dier (Tottenham Hotspur. 
78' Emre Can (Liverpool wins a free kick on the right wing. 
77' Substitution, Liverpool. Emre Can replaces Philippe Coutinho. 
77' Substitution, Tottenham Hotspur. Moussa Sissoko replaces Mousa Dembélé. 
77' Delay over. They are ready to continue. 
76' Delay in match Adam Lallana (Liverpool because of an injury. 
76' Foul by Harry Winks (Tottenham Hotspur. 
76' Roberto Firmino (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
74' Attempt missed. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box 
is close, but misses to the left. Assisted by Adam Lallana. 
74' Foul by Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool. 
74' Kyle Walker (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
71' Attempt saved. Joel Matip (Liverpool header from the centre of the box is saved in 
the centre of the goal. Assisted by James Milner with a cross. 
71' Harry Winks (Tottenham Hotspur is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
71' Foul by Harry Winks (Tottenham Hotspur. 
71' James Milner (Liverpool wins a free kick on the left wing. 
69' Attempt blocked. Toby Alderweireld (Tottenham Hotspur header from the centre of 
the box is blocked. Assisted by Son Heung-Min with a cross. 
68' James Milner (Liverpool is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
68' Harry Kane (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick on the right wing. 
68' Foul by James Milner (Liverpool. 
68' Substitution, Tottenham Hotspur. Harry Winks replaces Christian Eriksen. 
68' Hand ball by Sadio Mané (Liverpool. 
67' Harry Kane (Tottenham Hotspur is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
67' Foul by Harry Kane (Tottenham Hotspur. 
67' Nathaniel Clyne (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
66' Mousa Dembélé (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
66' Foul by Adam Lallana (Liverpool. 
65' Ben Davies (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick on the left wing. 
65' Foul by Sadio Mané (Liverpool. 
64' Offside, Liverpool. Roberto Firmino tries a through ball, but Sadio Mané is caught 
offside. 
64' Corner, Tottenham Hotspur. Conceded by James Milner. 
61' Sadio Mané (Liverpool wins a free kick on the right wing. 
61' Foul by Dele Alli (Tottenham Hotspur. 
60' Offside, Liverpool. Philippe Coutinho tries a through ball, but Roberto Firmino is 
caught offside. 
56' Offside, Tottenham Hotspur. Christian Eriksen tries a through ball, but Harry Kane is 
caught offside. 
56' Joel Matip (Liverpool is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
56' Foul by Joel Matip (Liverpool. 
56' Christian Eriksen (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
54' Sadio Mané (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
54' Foul by Victor Wanyama (Tottenham Hotspur. 
53' Jordan Henderson (Liverpool is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
52' Foul by Jordan Henderson (Liverpool. 
52' Dele Alli (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick on the left wing. 
50' Roberto Firmino (Liverpool wins a free kick on the right wing. 
50' Foul by Dele Alli (Tottenham Hotspur. 
49' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Mousa Dembélé. 
48' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Harry Kane. 
47' Adam Lallana (Liverpool wins a free kick on the left wing. 
47' Foul by Kyle Walker (Tottenham Hotspur. 
 Second Half begins Liverpool 2, Tottenham Hotspur 0. 
45'+2' First Half ends, Liverpool 2, Tottenham Hotspur 0. 
45'+1' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Mousa Dembélé. 
45' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Kyle Walker. 
44' Roberto Firmino (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
44' Foul by Mousa Dembélé (Tottenham Hotspur. 
42' Attempt missed. Lucas Leiva (Liverpool header from the centre of the box is too 
high. Assisted by Philippe Coutinho with a cross following a corner. 
41' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Ben Davies. 

 
 
41' Attempt blocked. Roberto Firmino (Liverpool left footed shot from outside the box is 
blocked. Assisted by Nathaniel Clyne. 
41' Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool wins a free kick on the left wing. 
41' Foul by Christian Eriksen (Tottenham Hotspur. 
38' Jordan Henderson (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
38' Foul by Dele Alli (Tottenham Hotspur. 
37' Attempt saved. Nathaniel Clyne (Liverpool right footed shot from the right side of 
the box is saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Philippe Coutinho. 
36' Attempt saved. Son Heung-Min (Tottenham Hotspur right footed shot from the 
centre of the box is saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Toby Alderweireld. 
35' Foul by Jordan Henderson (Liverpool. 
35' Harry Kane (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
35' Attempt missed. Christian Eriksen (Tottenham Hotspur right footed shot from 
outside the box is just a bit too high from a direct free kick. 
34' Foul by James Milner (Liverpool. 
34' Son Heung-Min (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
32' Attempt saved. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of the 
box is saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Roberto Firmino. 
28' Son Heung-Min (Tottenham Hotspur is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
26' Corner, Tottenham Hotspur. Conceded by Lucas Leiva. 
26' Attempt missed. Dele Alli (Tottenham Hotspur header from the centre of the box 
misses to the left. Assisted by Ben Davies with a cross. 
26' Attempt saved. Son Heung-Min (Tottenham Hotspur left footed shot from the left 
side of the box is saved in the bottom left corner. Assisted by Ben Davies with a through 
ball. 
25' Foul by Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool. 
25' Victor Wanyama (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
24' Foul by Adam Lallana (Liverpool. 
24' Ben Davies (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
24' Attempt missed. Adam Lallana (Liverpool left footed shot from outside the box is 
high and wide to the left. Assisted by Philippe Coutinho following a corner. 
23' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Hugo Lloris. 
23' Attempt saved. Sadio Mané (Liverpool right footed shot from the right side of the 
box is saved in the top right corner. Assisted by Joel Matip. 
22' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Hugo Lloris. 
22' Attempt saved. Sadio Mané (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of the box is 
saved in the bottom right corner. 
21' Foul by Adam Lallana (Liverpool. 
21' Mousa Dembélé (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
21' Adam Lallana (Liverpool wins a free kick on the right wing. 
21' Foul by Mousa Dembélé (Tottenham Hotspur. 
18' Goal! Liverpool 2, Tottenham Hotspur 0. Sadio Mané (Liverpool right footed shot 
from very close range to the high centre of the goal. 
18' Attempt saved. Roberto Firmino (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of the 
box is saved in the centre of the goal. 
18' Attempt saved. Adam Lallana (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of the box 
is saved in the top centre of the goal. Assisted by Sadio Mané. 
16' Goal! Liverpool 1, Tottenham Hotspur 0. Sadio Mané (Liverpool right footed shot 
from the centre of the box to the high centre of the goal. Assisted by Georginio 
Wijnaldum with a through ball. 
13' Attempt blocked. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of 
the box is blocked. Assisted by Nathaniel Clyne. 
11' Attempt missed. Christian Eriksen (Tottenham Hotspur right footed shot from the 
right side of the box is high and wide to the left. Assisted by Kyle Walker. 
10' Attempt blocked. James Milner (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box is 
blocked. 
9' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Ben Davies. 
7' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Ben Davies. 
6' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Eric Dier. 
3' Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
3' Foul by Kyle Walker (Tottenham Hotspur. 
1' Corner, Tottenham Hotspur. Conceded by Lucas Leiva. 
 First Half begins. 
Lineups are announced and players are warming up.  
 


